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*FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE*  
 
Future Perfect is proud to announce the first exhibition in Asia by Perth-based multidisciplinary 
artist Abdul Abdullah. ‘I See A Darkness’ features a selection of Abdullah’s photographs, which 
reflect the complex identities and histories of minority groups in a multicultural society. 
 
His work is in part a rumination on his complicated heritage as a seventh generation Muslim in 
Western Australia. But he also speaks to the conditions facing young Muslims around the world 
today, a generation marked by the events of September 11, the London Riots, the Boston 
Bombing, the rise of a so-called Islamic State. Drawing its title from a 1999 Will Oldham song 
covered by Johnny Cash, Abdullah’s ‘I See A Darkness’ is a selection of new photographs 
reflecting on the vexing experience of minority groups in multicultural societies. With imagination, 
subtlety and defiance, these arresting portraits tell “the story of a generation under fire”.  
 
The gaze is a recurrent theme in the artist’s work and it is evoked in We Watch. A young man sits 
quietly on a BMX bike, at an uncomfortable distance. He waits, at rest yet poised for action, close 
enough to observe us but not within our reach. A T-shirt masks his face, obscuring his intentions. 
Abdullah was inspired by a similar image of a youngster from the 2009 Rosemeadow riots, in 
which a stand-off between rival groups from a Sydney suburb escalated into violent confrontation. 
“The figure represents chaos, and an unspoken threat of violence”, explains the artist. Growing up 
in similar neighbourhoods, he too experienced the shifts in authority when a local ‘justice’ 
usurped the rule of law. In Mother, Father and Son from his ‘Homecoming’ series, Abdullah 
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reveals a more intimate dimension of his practice. A disquieting neon glow falls across these 
portraits of the artist and his parents. We see and are seen by eyes, peering from the darkness 
like those of a spectre. Is the Son, dressed in traditional Muslim attire with fluorescent colour 
bands, challenging the parental gaze? The portraits are haunting yet retain an aura of homeliness, 
as the family’s beliefs and spiritual inheritance - including Sufi mysticism and Bugis spirituality - 
are re-articulated through the artist’s contemporary habitus.  
 
The art of Abdul Abdullah is unapologetically political but also tragic and poetic. In I See A 
Darkness we find ominous metaphors for the tribulations of racism, marginalisation and resistance 
in our world today. These works suggest that it is only by decoding the projections of our media, 
and countering the elisions of history, that we may hope to identify ourselves, correctly, in the 
mirror of otherness.  
 
 
ABOUT THE ARTIST   
Abdul Abdullah (born 1986) is a contemporary artist based in Perth, Western Australia. In 2008, he 
completed his B.A. in Art from the Faculty of Built Environment, Art and Design at Curtin 
University of Technology. He received the Highly Commended in the National Youth Self Portrait 
Prize at the National Portrait Gallery, Canberra in 2009, and then in 2011, won the Blake Prize for 
Human Justice. He is the youngest artist to be selected three times as a finalist for the coveted 
Archibald Award in 2011, 2013 and 2014. Abdullah’s work is held in the collections of the National 
Gallery of Australia, University of Western Australia, Murdoch University, Artbank, The Islamic 
Museum of Australia and The Bendigo Art Gallery. His recent solo exhibitions include ‘Siege’ 
(2014) and ‘Homeland’ (2013), both at Fehily Contemporary in Melbourne.  
 

 
 
Future Perfect is a contemporary art gallery located in Singapore’s new art precinct, Gillman 
Barracks. Working with an international roster of artists, the gallery also provides research and 
advice for institutions and collectors, drawing on its directors’ extensive experience and expertise 
in contemporary art from Asia, Australia and beyond. For more information or to make an 
appointment, contact Viviana Mejía on +65 9835 8271 or email viviana@futureperfect.asia 


